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Abstract. Clustering is one of the important techniques of data mining. It can be divided data
into several classes or clusters according to certain rules, which makes the data objects of the
same class have high similarity, and the different data objects are very different. In this paper,
the clustering algorithm is analyzed and compared in detail, and summarize advantages and
disadvantages of this algorithm.
1. Introduction
The clustering algorithm inspired by the foraging process of ants is also called the clustering
algorithm based on the principle of ant foraging[1][2]. The ant foraging behavior is divided
into two parts: the search for food and the handling of food[3]. At the same time, the data
object is regarded as an ant, and the clustering center is regarded as the "food source". The
clustering process of the data object can be transformed into the process of the ants' foraging.
Under the guidance of pheromone, the ants can complete the clustering of data objects[4]. A
new ant colony clustering algorithm is proposed in this paper.
2. Clustering algorithm
Clustering analysis is an important field of data mining, and it is also one of the hot issues in
the current research[5]. It is the technology which studies the logical or physical relations
between data, and divides the data set into several classes, which are composed of similar data
points in nature. The result of cluster analysis can not only reveal the inherent relation and the
difference between the data, but also provide an important basis for further data analysis and
knowledge discovery, such as association rules between data classification and data trend.
The ant colony algorithm is a swarm intelligence optimization algorithm has good global
search ability in solving solutions, many complicated optimization problems have shown
excellent performance and great potential for development, has become a concern of the
frontier[6][7]. The ant colony algorithm is applied in the field of cluster analysis, massive data
processing, is a new kind of intelligent information age knowledge discovery, in the analysis
and comparison of other classical clustering algorithm, gradually shows its vitality,
highlighting its unique advantages.
3. Classification of cluster analysis
According to the clustering criteria, the clustering method can be divided into the following
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two types[8][9].
Statistical clustering method. Statistical clustering based on geometric distance between
objects. Statistical clustering analysis includes the system clustering method, the
decomposition method, the addition method, the dynamic clustering method, the ordered
sample clustering method, the overlapping clustering and the fuzzy clustering and so on. This
clustering method is based on the overall comparison of the cluster, it needs to study the
classification of all the individuals in order to determine the classification[10].
Concept clustering method. The concept clustering method based on the concept of object
has the concept of clustering. The distance here is no longer a geometric distance in the
traditional method, but is determined according to the description of the concept[11].
4. Distance and similarity measure
The quality of a clustering process depends on the choice of the metric, and therefore must be
carefully chosen to measure the standard. Here are a brief introduction to these standards.
distance function. According to the distance axiom, four conditions are required to satisfy the
distance axiom in the definition of measure: the self similarity, the minimum, the symmetry
and the triangle inequality. Commonly used distance functions are as follows:
(1)Minkowski distance[12]
Assumed x,y is the corresponding feature, n is the dimension of the feature. The Minkowski
distance of x, y is as following:
n

d ( x, y ) = [∑ | xi − yi |r ]1/ r

(1)

i =1

If R =1, Minkowski absolute distance is
n

d ( x, y ) = ∑ | xi − yi |

(2)

i =1

If R =2, Minkowski Euclidean distance is
n

d ( x, y ) = [∑ | xi − yi |2 ]1/ 2

(3)

i =1

(2)Quadratic distance[13]
The form of the two distance measure is as follows:
d ( x, y ) = (( x, y )T A( x − y ))

(4)

In which, A is the non negative definite matrix. When the A is the unit matrix, the Quadratic
distance is the Euclidean distance. When the A is a diagonal matrix, the Quadratic distance is
weighted Euclidean distance.
n

d ( x, y ) = [∑ aij | xi − yi |2 ]1/ 2

(5)

i =1

5. Partition clustering method
Main idea. Given a data set of n, partition clustering technology will construct data M partition,
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each partition represents a cluster, and m<=n. The data is divided into M clusters, and it must
satisfy: Each cluster contains at least one object. Each object must belong to only one cluster.
Given the number of partitions M, the partitioning method first creates an initial partition. Then
an iterative relocation technique is used to improve the classification by using the object in the
division of the partition. A good division of the general standard is: the same class of objects
between the best possible "similar or related", but not the same kind of objects in the asked as
far as possible, "away" or different[14].
Evaluation function. Most of the evaluation functions for clustering design are mainly two
aspects: each cluster should be compact, and the distance between each cluster should be as far
as possible. A direct method for the realization of this concept is to observe the within cluster
variation and between cluster variation. Within cluster variation( w(C ) ) measures the
compactness of clustering, between cluster variation( b(C ) ) measures the distance between
different clusters.
Within the class difference can be defined using a variety of distance functions, the simplest is
to calculate the class of each point to its class center of the square and the distance[15]:
k

k

w(C ) = ∑ w(Ci ) = ∑ ∑ d ( x, xi )
i =1

2

(6)

i =1 x∈Ci

The difference between cluster variation is defined as the distance between cluster centers:

b(C ) =

∑ d (x , x )

1≤ j ≤i ≤ k

i

j

2

(7)

6. Comparison of clustering algorithms
With all kinds of clustering algorithms have been proposed, each kind of new algorithms are
claimed to be superior to the previous one, which makes the comparison between the various
clustering algorithms become more and more difficult[16]. In fact, no algorithm can be proved
to be superior to all other algorithms in every aspect. Moreover, many algorithms are designed
for a specific domain[17].
There are six criteria to measure a clustering algorithm. Ability to handle large data volumes. If
we can find clusters of arbitrary shapes. Whether it’s sensitive to a large amount of noise in the
data. Whether it’s sensitive to the data input sequence. Whether have the ability to handle high
dimensional data. Number of input parameters.
7. Summary
In many practical applications, the similarity between the data objects in the same cluster is
very high. They have the same or similar properties in some respects. So they can be used as a
whole to deal with or analysis, which is also the practical significance of clustering activities.
By clustering the data objects, we can find the relationship between the distribution pattern of
data objects and the value of the data attributes.
In this paper, the cluster analysis method is studied and analyzed deeply. The data
representation, similarity measure method and main clustering algorithm in cluster analysis are
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introduced in detail. The advantages and disadvantages of the main clustering algorithms are
analyzed.
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